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by melanie c . k lein

Instagram, Yoga, and Learning
to Love My Big, Black Body
by jessamyn stanley

There were so few black, female, plus-size
role models [when I was growing up] that
I was usually shocked to see someone who
looked anything like me on screen or in
print.
It probably seems improbable that one of the
whitest corners of the fitness world would help
change my mental body conversation. However, I
didn’t know about any of that when I started regularly
attending Bikram yoga classes around the corner from
my graduate school about five years ago. The more I
devoted myself to my yoga practice, I saw that my real
problems didn’t have anything to do with my body
or my life circumstances. I began to realize that my
perspective and judgment was clouded by my inability
to harness my own strength. I saw that the energy I
spent showering myself with negativity was primarily
responsible for my unhappiness. Every time I practiced,
with sweat dripping from my knee creases and tears
welling in my eyes, I reclaimed a sense of self-respect
that had been sorely missing from my daily life.
My true journey toward self-love didn’t fully kick
into gear until I began regularly photographing my
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home asana practice and posting the evidence on my
Instagram account. I noticed a growing number of
yoga practitioners and teachers posting asana progress
photos on Instagram and I wanted to be part of a larger
community. People of all gender expressions, lifestyles,
and bodily handicap are building yoga practices that
reflect the unique edges of their everyday lives. We now
have a way to communicate with one another and form
a utopian yoga community where all bodies are created
equal—even fat, black ones. By manually carving space
for diverse bodied yoga practitioners online, we can
usher in a new generation of yoga practitioners who see
yoga’s eight limbed path for what it truly is—the great
equalizer and unifier of all humanity.

Whose Yoga Is It Anyway? An Indian
American’s Adventures in YogaLand
by lakshmi nair

In college, believing I should be the “tolerant
Hindu,” I gave up my practice for the comfort
of my Born Again Christian roommate. I
only rediscovered yoga again in my late
twenties when my life was in total shambles.
I grew to love asana and to respect its power. I decided to
go to India to pursue formal study of yoga and to further
connect to my roots and my spirituality.
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Upon my return from India, I tried to jump into
American private yoga studio culture and I found
myself constantly in a state of existential crisis. It
was odd and depressing to try to fit myself into
this hole that was shaped so very differently from
everything I thought was yoga. The commercialism
and high pricing, which in turn leads to an elitist and
homogenous yoga culture, disturbed me. Yoga is one
of the most beautiful aspects of my heritage, yet we
have been thrust into yoga’s ancient past and totally
left out of yoga’s present. Yoga philosophy itself states
that yoga is a universal truth that belongs to none and is
accessible to all.
What finally made me want to give up on yoga
teaching for good was when being the only person of
color at a fund raiser ironically for yoga in “urban”
schools, I became an “invisible” witness to culturally
insensitive stereotyping of black people, couched in
feel-good “yogaspeak.” But as dharma would have
it, that is when I was offered an opportunity to teach a
yoga class for Women of Color. The Center for Trauma
and Resilience offers a trauma sensitive yoga program
to various affinity groups, including Women of Color.
I watched these women sink into deep savasana and
I wanted to cry. The participants were so warm and
appreciative and they restored my faith in yoga and
in myself.
I took a leap and decided to start my own yoga
immersion/teacher training for people of color, with
the intention of increasing the diversity of the yoga
teacher pool in Denver, but equally importantly to give
people of color a safe space to really dive in deep… to
explore and heal the physical, mental, emotional, and
spiritual wounds of oppression using the powerful
tools of yoga. It also allows me to reclaim yoga as an
indigenous healing wisdom tradition with authenticity,
where I can feel free to be real about the good, the bad,
and the ugly of yoga…where I can bring my whole self
and my students can bring their whole selves too.

#Selfie@Sixty by

cyndi lee

We tend to think of growing as a selfimprovement situation; a straight line
that leads directly to a better place. From
a Buddhist perspective, growing comes
under the category of impermanence. That
word tends to conjure up images of decay—leaves

falling from trees, rotting into the ground, and creating
mulch. But impermanence can also mean letting go
of fixed notions, such as what age is good, what age is
bad, where joy and fulfillment are found and lost, and
how scary and isolating it is to be older than many, as
opposed to younger than most.
My practice used to be a refuge, a laboratory for
getting to know myself, my own personal renewable
energy source. But the physical obstacles to fulfilling
my notion of practice have begun to defeat me. I was
never consistently able to jump from down dog into
crow pose and stick the landing, but I wasn’t afraid to
try it. Now I am. If I get injured, it will take a long time
to recover.
Then, one day, some unexpected inspiration
arrived on my Facebook doorstep, in the form of a blog
piece about how yoga selfies had gotten out of control.
Frankly, I had mixed feelings when I saw the photos.
It was easy to judge this as outsize ego stuff that was
inappropriate, touristy, and attention getting. But this
day something shifted inside me. As I began to read
the blog, I suddenly had a new perspective on selfies
as perfect, full-blown expressions of the Buddhist
teachings on impermanence—this fleeting moment will
never happen again, so let’s taste it deeply.
So, I decided to start my own Instagram thirtyday series called Selfie at Sixty. My husband took my
picture every day, so maybe that’s not really a selfie
situation, but it’s okay. To my surprise, this daily photo
of a mature yogini became a friendly reminder of the
preciousness of human life. Our every action will
impact others, and our own suffering arises when we
are too focused on self-importance and caught up in
thinking about how we are good or bad.
Here is the aspiration that naturally arose as I wrote
my first Selfie at Sixty blog entry:
“Let me finally release some of this boring vanity
and simply open to each day. I want to cultivate more
gratitude for my life and the whole, big, beautiful
world; for my body and what I can do if I take good
care of it. This is not a contest or a challenge. It’s a
practice. Let’s see what practice looks like at sixty years
of age.”
And that’s exactly what happened.
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